A tree decomposition of a graph G is a family of subtrees whose sets of edges partition the set of edges of G. The minimum number of trees in a tree decomposition is the tree number of G. We show that regular graphs with maximum edge connectivity have the minimum possible tree number, whereas graphs with odd degree may have tree number arbitrarily close to its upperbound.
Introduction
We consider undirected graphs without loops but we allow multiple edges. Let G be a graph with vertex set V(G) and edge set E(G). An edge decomposition of G is a family of subgraphs whose sets of edges partition E(G). We write G = G, + ..' + Gk if {G,, . . . , Gk) is an edge decomposition of G. When each subgraph Gi is acyclic, the decomposition is said to be aforest decomposition.
The arboricity of G is the minimum number of forests in a forest decomposition of G, and it is denoted by a(G). When each subgraph is a tree, we have a tree decomposition.
The minimum number of trees in a tree decomposition of G is the tree number of G and it is denoted by T(G). Since each forest on n vertices has at most n -1 edges, \E(G)\/( IV1 -1) is a trivial lower bound for both. the arboricity and the tree number of G. For every proper subset X of vertices, the local edge density of X in G is p(X) = IE(G[X])I/(IXI -1) if 1x1 > 1, where G [X] is the subgraph of G induced by X, and p(X) = 0 when IX I = 1. There is a well known formula for the arboricity of graph given by Nash-Williams in [4] , namely a(G) = max{r P(X) 1, X = v(G)}.
(1) Such a nice general formula for the tree number of a graph is not available although some results are known. The tree number of maximal planar graphs was shown to be at most 3 by Kampen in [3] . This result was also proved in the context of partially ordered sets by Schnyder in [6] . Ringel proved in [S] that maximal bipartite planar graphs have tree number 2. The arboricity is clearly a lower bound for the tree number. Chung obtained in [l] the nontrivial upper bound z(G) 6 r t I v/(G)1 1
for connected graphs with no multiple edges. In particular, this inequality gives the tree number for complete
Truszczynsky considered upper bounds in relation to the girth g of the graph in [7] 
I I
T(G) 6 ___ Iv(G)1 + l for g > 5. In the same paper he also shows that the tree number of complete bipartite graphs K,, m and hypercubes Q,, equal their arboricities. The Nash-Williams equation for the arboricity of a graph suggests that an even distribution of edges provides lower values for the arboricity; hence, it would allow lower values of the tree number too. This fact directed us to the study of the tree number in regular graphs. Given a subset X of vertices we denote by dX the set of edges of G with exactly one end in X (we omit the subindex in the usual notation 8,X for this set). The edge connectivity of G is A(G) = min{ lax], X c I/, 0 < 1x1 < 1 VI}.
Intuitively it is clear that the edge connectivity may play a significant role in the value of the tree number. This intuition was supported by the following result.
Theorem. Let G be a regular graph of even degree d and /i(
Therefore, as in the case of maximal planar graphs or maximal bipartite planar graphs, the tree number of maximally edge connected regular graphs of even degree is independent of the size of the graph and equals the lower bound given by the arboricity. However, regular graphs of odd degree can behave in a very different way. More precisely, A similar result can be stated for regular graphs of even degree when the edge connectivity is less than the degree. We also show that a regular graph of degree d and edge-connectivity /1(G) d d/2 has tree number at least a(G) + 1 (Theorem 11). In particular, a 4-regular graph G has z(G) = a(G) if and only if it has maximum edge connectivity. 58'1
Graphs with small tree number
In this section we consider conditions which ensure that the tree number of a regular graph equals its arboricity. In the next section we show that the behavior of the tree number is less predictable when those conditions are not fulfilled. Proof. Since [p(V)1 = k + 1, the tree number of G is at least k + 1. For every proper subset X of vertices, we have 1 dX 1 3 2k and then.
Let EO be any set of k edges of G and let G' be the graph obtained from G by deleting the edges in E ,-, Since I EO 1 < 3,(G), G' is still connected. Moreover, pc ,( V) = k and pc,(X) d pc(X) d k for every X c I/. By the Nash-Williams formula, a(G') = k, and each forest of a minimal decomposition of G' into forests must have ( c'/ -1 edges, hence it is a tree. Since the choice of EO was arbitrary, we can take in EC) the edges of any tree in G to obtain a decomposition of the graph into k + 1 trees. 0
The above theorem can be used to obtain easy proofs of the following results Proof. The result follows from Theorem 1 when n is even. For n > 1 odd, let i-x, . ,x,, _ , } and { yl, . . . , yn) be the monochromatic sets of a proper coloring of K,.,. Let (T;, . . . ,T;+, } be a decomposition of the graph K,_ l,n_ 1 induced by V(K,. .\ {.Y~, yn )) into edge disjoint trees, such that T; , . , T; are spanning trees and T ktl is the star with edges {(x,_ 1, xi), i = 1, . , k} (such a decomposition exists by the above theorem). For each i = 1, , k, let Ti be the tree spanned by the edges ol T! and the edges {Xi,ynj, {?c,,yi}. Then, the graph T,,, spanned by the remaining edges is easily seen to be a tree and T,, . . . , Tk+ 1 is a decomposition of K,,,, into k + 1 = n + f trees. 0
Lemma 3. Let G, G' be 2k-regular graph with maximum edge connecticity, and H the graph obtained by joining G and G' by a perfect matching. Then, z(H) = z(G).
Proof. By Theorem 1, G admits a decomposition into k spanning trees T,, , Tk and a tree Tk + 1 with k + 1 vertices. Let T; , . , T; + 1 be a similar decomposition of G' into trees. Label x1, . . , x, the vertices of G and xi. "' x' the vertices of G' such >-n that the edges of the matching are ei = (xi ,xi}, i = 1, ,n. Assume that u = {x i, . . . ,~~+i)(resp. U'={xf,, . . . ,xh+,} are the vertices of Tk+ 1 (resp. T;, I). If i3,( U)n U' # 0, assume that x; is in this intersection. Let TI be the tree spanned by the edgesofTiand Tfandeifori= 1, . . . , k -1. Let Tz be the tree spanned by the edges of Tk and T; + 1 together with ek if d,(U) n U' # 8 or the edges ek, ei, otherwise. Finally, let Tz+ 1 be the graph spanned by the remaining edges. It can be easily checked that this last graph is a tree and that the complete set is a decomposition of H into k + 1 trees. 0
The above lemma proves, for instance, that the tree number of a generalized Petersen graph equals its arboricity. Also, if G is a 2k-regular graph with maximum edge connectivity, then r(G x K,) = r(G). Note that, in this case, the above proof supplies a minimal decomposition in which there are k spanning trees. Those are examples of regular graphs of odd degree whose tree number equals the arboricity.
Vertex transitivity is a property which ensures that the edge-connectivity equals the degree, see [Z] . Recall that for a finite group G and a generating set S of G, the Cayley graph Cay(G,S) has the elements of the group as vertices and {x,y} is an edge whenever xy-' E SuS i. Cayley graphs are vertex transitive. When S\ {x} is no longer a generating set of G for every x E S, the Cayley graph is said to be minimal.
Proposition 4. The tree number of a minimal abelian Cayley graph equals its arboricity.
Proof. Let X = Cay(G, S). The statement follows from Theorem 1 when ISuS -i I is even. Since each generator in S gives rise to two edges at each vertex unless it is self inverse, if the degree of X is odd then there exists some x E S such that x = -x. Since G is abelian, the subgroup H generated by S\{ x } is normal in G. This together with the fact that x is self inverse implies that X N Y x Kz, where Y = Cay(H,S\ {x>) is a regular graph of even degree and maximum edge connectivity. The result follows then from Lemma 3. 0
The n-cube Q,, is an example of a minimal abelian Cayley graph which therefore has tree number r(Q,J = r n/2 1.
Nonminimal decompositions
In this section, we will give families of graphs which have tree number larger than the arboricity. In general, the constructions described below provide examples of families of graphs in which the tree number is a linear function of the number of vertices of the graph, therefore asymptotically equivalent to the upper bound for this parameter. The following lemma gives the key result for the constructions. We next show that the condition of maximal edge connectivity in Theorem 1 cannot be omitted. The graph shown in Fig. 3 has arboricity 4 and tree number at least 6. while F'ig. 4 shows an example in which A(G) < d but still z(G) is minimum.
Lemma 7. Zf the degrees of all vertices of a graph G are even, then A(G) is even.

Proof. Let F c V(G). If jaF( is odd, then there must be an odd number of vertices in
In the case of odd degree, maximum edge connectivity is not enough to ensure that the tree number of a regular graph equals the arboricity. Actually we next construct an infinite family of graphs whose tree number is a linear function of the number of vertices. 
which gives the claimed lower bound. 0
The (2k -1)-poles of the above lemma can be used to construct regular graphs of odd degree with maximum edge-connectivity and arbitrarily large tree number in the following way. If G is any (2k -1) regular graph with A(G) = 2k -1, then r(G[Hr]) > nr(H,) -(n/2)(n -l), where n is the number of vertices of G. In particular, we have Our interest in the tree number of regular graphs was partly motivated by the search of a characterization of regular graphs whose tree number attains its lower bound, namely, the arboricity. The next result shows that a necessary condition is that the edge-connectivity must be large enough. In particular, we can obtain the desired characterization for 4-regular graphs. 
